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Abstract
In the design of laser plasma electron injectors for multi-stage laser driven wakefield accelerators, the control of plasma density is
a key element to stabilize the acceleration process. A cell with variable parameters is used to confine the gas and tailor the density
profile. The gas filling process was characterized both experimentally and by fluid simulations. Results show a good agreement
between experiments and simulations. Simulations were also used to study the effect of each of the gas cell parameters on the
density distribution and show the possibility to finely control the density profile.
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1. Introduction
Laser wakefield accelleration (LWFA) relies on the inter-
action of a high intensity laser with a controlled under-dense
plasma. The plasma can be generated by discharge [1] or by
laser field ionization of a gas medium [2]. The medium can
be either a gas jet [3], or gas confined inside a capillary [4, 5]
or a gas cell [6, 7]. A laser guiding device, such as dielectric
capillaries or plasma channels is usually needed to accelerate
electrons to the GeV level in a single stage because of laser
diffraction limiting the acceleration length. In the frame of the
EuPRAXIA design study [8] and the CILEX-Apollon project
[9], multi-stage schemes are investigated. In these schemes,
an injector generates very high quality electrons with energy
of the order of few hundreds of MeV, before injection and ac-
celeration in a subsequent plasma stage. For an injector of the
order of 200 MeV, the acceleration length can be reduced to
the mm scale for which a gas cell is a suitable confinement
structure [10]. For example, for injectors operating in a regime
where injection of electrons is assisted by ionization of heavy
atoms in a light gas background, the volume of injection can
be controlled to improve the beam quality by using specific
density distribution. In this context, ELISA (ELectron Injec-
tor for compact Staged high energy Accelerator) was designed
as a variable parameter gas cell to confine the gas target, and
shape the plasma density profile to generate electron bunches
suitable for multi-stage LWFA. The remaining of the paper is
organized as follows : Section 2 presents the gas cell design,
Section 3 shows its experimental characterization using inter-
ferometric measurements and Section 4 describes the resulting
density distribution for different simulation parameters.
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2. Cell description
The ELISA gas cell used to confine the hydrogen gas (H2) is
shown in Fig. 1(a). It consists in a 20 mm diameter cylinder
with a 3 mm diameter gas inlet located on the side, close to the
cell entrance. Metallic plates are placed at each end of the cylin-
der and apertures are drilled on these plates to allow the laser
and electrons to go through during laser wakefield experiments.
Figure 1: (a) Photograph of the ELISA gas cell.(b) Schematic longitudinal cut
of the gas cell.
In the following the thickness of the plates will be denoted by
dplate and the diameter of the apertures will be denoted φaperture
as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The plates are replaceable and are
typically replaced every day before experiments with a high-
power laser. The length of the cell Lcell can be adjusted by
moving the back of the cell inside the cylinder, similarly to a
plunger. The maximum length is ∼ 10 mm and the minimum of
the order of 100 µm inner length.
The gas inlet is connected to a reservoir located outside the
experimental chamber and isolated by an electro-valve. The
electro-valve opening allows the gas to expand to the cell and
flow through the plates apertures into the experimental cham-
ber. The valve opening duration τvalve can be varied, down to a
minimum duration of ∼ 30 ms.
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3. Experimental characterization
3.1. Interferometric setup
Prior to laser wakefield experiments, the averaged gas den-
sity was characterized experimentally with the use of a Mach-
Zender interferometer with a setup similar to the one in ref.
[11]. A helium-neon laser with wavelength λ0 ' 632 nm is
filtered and splitted into two beams. A reference beam propa-
gates in a ∼ 10−5 mbar vacuum while a probe beam is focused
transversely inside the cell through its windows before being
recollimated. The two beams are then recombined and an in-
terference pattern is formed. The light corresponding to about
∼ 1/3 of the brightest fringe is selected by a slit and focused
onto a photodiode. The photodiode signal changes with time
when gas is let in the cell, and is recorded with an oscilloscope.
During a typical measurement sequence, the valve is opened at
t = 0 ms, the gas then expands from the reservoir and reaches
the cell after ∼ 30 ms. The phase difference between the probe
beam and the reference beam is increased by the gas filling the
cell; the phase variation is calculated from the variation of the
intensity going through the slit and focused onto the diode. The
quantity measured is the phase shift :
∆ϕ(t) ' (2pi/λ0)
∫
L
(η(z, t) − 1)dz (1)
with η the refractive index of the gas (H2) which is linked to the
gas density and L the transverse length of the cell. As we can
see from Eq. 1, this measurement is integrated along the probe
beam path inside the cell and does not provide information on
the spatial distribution. An homogeneous density distribution
along the probe beam path is assumed which is confirmed to be
reasonable by fluid simulation results (see Sec.4.1).
3.2. Density measurements
Results of interferometric measurements are presented in
Fig. 2 (a-b). Fig.2 (a) shows a linear dependence between the
mean density inside the cell and the backing pressure, similar
for τvalve = 30 ms and τvalve = 40 ms in the range of electronic
density ne ∼ [4.7; 14.3]×1018 cm−3. Above this range, the slope
is decreased and a valve opening duration of τvalve = 40 ms al-
lows for a higher density and lower density fluctuations. In Fig.
2 (b), the mean density is displayed as a function of the backing
pressure for Lcell = 1, 5 and 10 mm for φaperture = 0.2 mm. No
difference can be seen in the mean density when the cell length
is varied for a given backing pressure up to Preservoir = 500 mbar
for which smaller cell length sustain higher density (of the or-
der of ∼ 8 % higher for Lcell = 1 mm compared to Lcell = 10
mm).
Comparison of interferometric measurements for φaperture =
0.2 mm and φaperture = 0.6 mm is shown in Fig. 2(b) for the
cases Lcell = 1 mm and Lcell = 0.8 mm. It seems to indicate
that an aperture of 0.2 mm allows for slightly higher densities
inside the cell but error bars overlap. Smaller fluctuations for a
given backing pressure are also observed for 0.2 mm apertures.
However, 0.2 mm apertures can be ablated by the high intensity
laser during laser wakefield experiments. Hence, 0.6 mm diam-
eter apertures should be preferred to ensure stable experimental
conditions.
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Figure 2: (a) Mean density inside the cell as a function of the reservoir backing
pressure for τvalve = 30 ms and τvalve = 40 ms with Lcell = 5 mm.(b) Mean
density inside the cell as a function of the reservoir backing pressure for Lcell =
1, 5 and 10 mm with τvalve = 40 ms, dplate = 0.5 mm and φaperture = 0.2
mm and for Lcell = 0.8 mm with τvalve = 40 ms, dplate = 0.5 mm and larger
apertures of φaperture = 0.6 mm.
4. Fluid simulations
Fluid simulations were performed with the OpenFOAM soft-
ware and using the sonicFoam solver. The sonicFoam solver is
a transient, turbulent solver with sonic flow capabilities which
is suitable for pressure differences between the reservoir (and at
later times the inside of the cell) and the vacuum of the experi-
mental chamber of at least 103 mbar.
4.1. Full geometry simulation
The first approach in simulations was to calculate the gas
flow inside a full 3D geometry approximation of the cell as ac-
curately as possible to compare the calculated density value to
the experimental one and to test the hypothesis of a flat trans-
verse density profile.
The full geometry is shown in Fig. 3(a). In this example
Lcell = 1 mm, so the inner cell length is actually shorter than
the diameter of the gas inlet tube at the top. The gas inlet flows
inside a groove just below the gas inlet tube and surrounding
the cell. This groove allows the gas to flow around the cylin-
der as well as directly into its central part. The boundary con-
ditions used in this simulation are a fixed pressure on the gas
inlet tube surface, transmissive conditions on vacuum box sur-
faces (to keep their size small without filling them and changing
the gas flow) and wall boundary conditions everywhere else.
The pressure inside the cell increases and even exceeds the in-
let pressure and then decreases and reaches a stationary value.
In the stationary state, the difference of the integrals between a
flat density profile and the simulated transverse density profile
is of the order of 0.4 % over the cell diameter (20 mm), corre-
sponding to the probe beam path in the experiment. Thus the
hypothesis of a flat density profile in the analysis of the inter-
ferometric measurements is reasonable. The mean transverse
electronic density, assuming complete ionization, for Lcell = 1
mm, φaperture = 0.2 mm, dplate = 0.5 mm and Preservoir = 500
mbar is < ne >' 2.53 × 1019 cm−3. In order to compare to
experimental values, gas expansion into a connection tube has
to be taken into account, as the reservoir pressure is applied
directly at the entry of the cell in simulation whereas in the ex-
periment, the gas undergoes an expansion from the reservoir
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Figure 3: (a) Full 3D geometry of the ELISA gas cell. The red arrow represents
the high power laser axis for LWFA experiments. (b) Reduced geometry repre-
senting the surroundings of the cylinder axis. The red arrow represents the high
power laser axis for LWFA experiments. (c) Normalized density profile along
the laser for the full geometry and the reduced geometry with the same pressure
inlet area. In both cases Lcell = 1 mm, φaperture = 0.2 mm, dplate = 0.5 mm and
Preservoir = 500 mbar.
to the cell. If we take into account the ratio of volume be-
fore and after the valve opening, a transverse mean value of
< ne >c' 0.95× < ne >' 2.4 × 1019 cm−3 is obtained. This
value is in very good agreement with the experimental values
of ne ' (2.4 ± 0.05) × 1019 cm−3 obtained in the same condi-
tions with τvalve = 40 ms.
Despite the good agreement between this simulation and the
experimental results, the computational time requested by the
simulation of the whole geometry is incompatible with a para-
metric study.
4.2. Parametric study in reduced geometry
A reduced geometry limited to the surroundings of the cylin-
der axis was implemented to perform a parametric study. It
consists of an ensemble of 3 cylinders of 5 mm diameter repre-
senting the vacuum boxes and the inside of the cell connected
to each others by smaller diameter cylinders representing the
plate apertures as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). On the side of the
central cylinder, representing the inner part of the cell, we ap-
ply a boundary condition of fixed pressure representing the gas
inlet. Other boundary conditions are kept identical to the full
geometry case. Fig. 3 (c) shows that a good agreement between
the full geometry and the reduced geometry when the gas inlet
area is the same. The local difference does not exceed 10 % and
the difference between the integrals of the profiles is ∼ 0.8 %.
4.2.1. Influence of the aperture diameter φaperture
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Figure 4: Electronic density profile along the laser axis assuming complete
ionization for different aperture diameters : φaperture = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.7
mm. Other parameters are : Lcell = 1 mm, dplate = 0.5 mm and Preservoir = 500
mbar.
Changing the diameter of the plate apertures allows one to
control the shape of the gradients of the density profile along
the laser axis. In Fig. 4 we plot the electronic density pro-
files (assuming complete ionization) along the central axis of
the cell for different values of φaperture. Other parameters are
kept constant and are as follows : Lcell = 1 mm, entry and exit
plates are identical and their thickness is dplate = 0.5 mm and
Preservoir = 500 mbar. The density profiles are shown at the end
of each simulation when the stationary state is reached. Density
values at the plateau during the stationary states are very simi-
lar as the standard deviation is only 0.15% of the mean value.
We can see that when φaperture is increased, the gradients are
smoother and extend further outside the cell. The plateau inside
the cell is also shortened so that the profile with large apertures
(φaperture ≥ 0.6 mm) is closer to a bell-shaped curve than to
a plateau surrounded by gradients as it is the case for smaller
apertures (φaperture ≤ 0.4 mm).
4.2.2. Influence of the plate thickness dplate
The other parameter to change the gradient shape is the plate
thickness dplate. The effect of a thicker plate on the density
profile is explored by increasing only the exit plate thickness
up to dplate = 2 mm but keeping the entry plate at dplate = 0.5
mm.
Several electronic density profiles are plotted (assuming
complete ionization) in Fig. 5 for different exit plate thickness.
Other parameters are kept constant and are : φaperture = 0.6 mm,
Lcell = 1 mm and Preservoir = 500 mbar. The profiles plotted are
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Figure 5: Electronic density profile along the laser axis assuming complete
ionization for different exit plate thickness : dplate = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5 and
2 mm. other parameters are Lcell = 1 mm, φaperture = 0.6 mm.
obtained at the stationary state which is reached in each simula-
tions. In all these cases the maximum values of density are very
similar (standard deviation of ∼ 0.05 %). Fig. 5 shows that a
thicker exit plate extends the gradients and creates an inflection
at the transition between the inner part of the cell and the tube
formed by the plate (around the position 1 mm in Fig. 5). The
density profile then exhibits an ”elbow” at around half of the
maximum density which can be beneficial for further accelera-
tion in LWFA experiments.
4.2.3. Influence of the cell length Lcell
Fig. 6 presents several electronic density profiles (assum-
ing complete ionization) for different cell lengths and all other
parameters fixed. It shows that the cell length determines the
density plateau extension but also has an impact both on the
maximum density value and the gradient. When the cell length
is extended, the maximum density is slightly increased (from
5.52 × 1018 cm−3 for Lcell = 0.25 mm to 6.06 × 1018 cm−3
for Lcell = 1 mm). In this case, Preservoir should be adjusted
when the cell length is changed to retrieve the same maximum
density. The value of ne where the exit gradient changes is
also slightly modified, even compared to the relative maximum
: it can be observed at ∼ 0.68 of the maximum density for
Lcell = 0.25 mm and at ∼ 0.74 of the maximum density for
Lcell = 0.25 mm. This could change the evolution of a high
power laser interacting with a plasma with such a density dis-
tribution.
5. Conclusion
A variable parameter gas cell was designed and character-
ized both experimentally, by the means of interferometry, and
by fluid simulations. Experimental results show a linear depen-
dence between the mean density inside the cell and the backing
pressure for all values of cell length. Fluid simulations were
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Figure 6: Electronic density profile along the laser axis assuming complete
ionization for different cell length : Lcell = 0.25, 0.35, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 mm.
Other parameters are : φaperture = 0.6 mm, entry plate with dplate = 0.25 mm,
exit plate with dplate = 1.5 mm and Preservoir = 120 mbar.
performed to investigate the density distribution inside the cell.
The mean density obtained in simulations is in good agreement
with experimental results an the geometry provides achievable
density profiles along the laser axis relevant to LWFA experi-
ments. A parametric study was performed by fluid simulations
in a reduced geometry. It provides simple and robust solutions
to change the gradient length, the plateau extension and the
possibility to add a second plateau at around half of the maxi-
mum density inside the cell. These density distributions will be
used as input for particle-in-cell simulations to find an optimum
working point.
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